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IN THE HIGH COURT OF KARNATAKA AT BENGALURU 

 
DATED THIS THE 21ST DAY OF AUGUST, 2023 

 
BEFORE 

 
THE HON’BLE MR. JUSTICE SACHIN SHANKAR MAGADUM 

 
CRIMINAL PETITION NO. 4575 OF 2023 

 
BETWEEN:  

 

 SMT. D. ROOPA, 

IPS, W/O SRI MUNISH MOUDGIL 
AGED 47 YERS 
R/AT F-1704, MANTRI LITHOS 

INSIDE MANYATA TECH PARK 
BENGALURU-560045 

...PETITIONER 
(BY SRI.MADHUKAR M DESHPANDE, ADV.) 

 
AND: 

  SMT. ROHINI SINDHURI, 
IAS, W/O G SUDHIR REDDY 

AGED 38 YEARS 
R/AT NO 42, 5TH CROSS 

KALIAMMAN TEMPLE ROAD 
T DASARAHALLI, BENGALURU-560067 

…RESPONDENT 
(BY SRI.C.V.NAGESH, SR.COUNSEL FOR SRI.RAGHAVENDRA K, ADV.) 

  
 THIS CRL.P IS FILED U/S.482 CR.P.C BY THE ADVOCATE FOR THE 

PETITIONER PRAYING TO 1.SET ASIDE THE ORDER DATED 24.03.2023 
(ANNEXURE-A) PASSED BY THE XXIV A.C.M.M, BENGALURU IN 
PCR.NO.1901/2023 DIRECTING REGISTRATION OF THE CRIMINAL CASE 

AND ORDER OF ISSUANCE OF SUMMONS TO THE PETITIONER. 
 

THIS PETITION HAVING BEEN HEARD AND RESERVED FOR 

ORDERS ON 04.08.2023, COMING ON FOR PRONOUNCEMENT OF ORDER 
THIS DAY, THE COURT MADE THE FOLLOWING: 
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ORDER 

 
 The captioned petition is filed to set aside the order 

dated 24.03.2023 passed by the Additional Chief Metropolitan 

Magistrate, Bengaluru in PCR.No.1901/2023 directing 

registration of criminal case and consequent order of issuance 

of summons to the petitioner.  The petitioner has also 

questioned the order dated 04.03.2023 taking cognizance 

under Section 500 of Indian Penal Code, 1860 ('IPC').  The 

petitioner has filed the present petition seeking quashing of 

the private complaint lodged in PCR.No.1901/2023 and also 

entire proceedings in C.C.No.7870/2023. 

 
 2. The facts leading to the case are as under: 

 The respondent-complainant has lodged a private 

complaint alleging that petitioner is guilty of sharing photos of 

the complainant on face book and that petitioner/accused has 

intentionally posted comments/allegations on a private face 

book account.  She has also given a statement to the media 

virtually questioning the character and conduct of the 
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complainant not only in her professional life but the allegations 

even covered incidents and actions relating to her private life.  

Respondent has further alleged that the posts made on a 

private account of facebook and also comments and 

allegations on her face book page as well as before the print 

media are motivated and deliberate besides being totally false 

and mischievous only to belittle the complainant in the eyes of 

public at large and in particular before her superiors, 

colleagues and subordinates.  The respondent-complainant 

has further alleged that these posts and statements to the 

media are made knowing fully well that they are false and far 

from truth but only to create a false image of the complainant 

and to defend her in the eyes of the public at large.  

Therefore, the respondent-complainant has alleged in the 

complaint that the comments/statements/allegations made by 

petitioner on her face book and before print media is per se 

defamatory.  She has also alleged that these posts and 

statements are made in a bad manner with a sole intention of 
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tarnishing the professional, personal and social image of the 

complainant and her family members who have built up good 

image and reputation.  On these set of allegations, a private 

complaint is filed for the offence punishable under Section 500 

of IPC and a further direction is also sought against petitioner-

accused to pay the complainant a sum of Rs.1,00,00,000/- as 

compensation for the injury, agony and suffering caused to 

the complainant.  The captioned petition is filed by the 

petitioner seeking quashing of the orders as well as the private 

complaint pending in C.C.No.7870/2023. 

 

 3. Learned counsel appearing for the petitioner-

accused reiterating the grounds in the captioned petition 

would vehemently argue and contend that the facts alleged in 

the complaint and in sworn statement do not satisfy the 

essential ingredients of an offence under Section 499 of IPC.  

Referring to the material on record, he would vehemently 

argue and contend that no offence is made out against the 

petitioner and therefore, would request this Court to quash the 
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complaint failing which the same would amount to abuse of 

process.  Referring to the material on record, he would also 

point out that petitioner being a responsible officer has made 

statements which squarely fall under exception 2, 3 and 9 of 

Section 499 of IPC and therefore, he would contend that 

petitioner has not committed any offence.  He would further 

submit that the essential ingredients of Section 499 are not 

satisfied in the present case on hand.  Referring to the 

conduct of the respondent-complainant, he would point out 

that the said posts and statements made in print media are 

made in good faith and in discharge of her public functions.  

He would vehemently argue and contend that alleged 

imputations even otherwise are based on the basis of various 

reports and publications which are already available in public 

domain and therefore, the said posts and statements do not 

constitute any offence under Section 499 of IPC.  Referring to 

the exceptions to Section 499, he would further submit to this 

Court that an expression made in good faith relating to 
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conduct of any person touching any public question and if the 

said statements pertain to public interest, no proceedings can 

be maintained under Section 499 of IPC.  He would further 

contend that all these exercise made by petitioner relate to 

and are concerned to respondent's actions relating to a public 

servant and therefore, he would contend that learned 

Magistrate without there being any sufficient material has 

issued process which is contrary to law.   

 
 4. To buttress his arguments, he has placed reliance 

on the judgment rendered by the Hon'ble Apex Court in the 

case of Rajeshappa and Others vs. Madanlal Kapoor1, 

Manikannan B. vs. Pavan Goud2 and Dinesh Kumar vs. 

State of Haryana3.  Referring to the ratio laid down by the 

Apex Court in the above cited judgments, he would point out 

that the material placed on record by the petitioner while 

seeking quashing of the proceedings has clearly demonstrated 

                                                 
1
 (2013) 3 SCC 330 

2
 2022 SCC Online DE 1033 

3
 2023 SCC Online 564 
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the impeccable quality of the documents and therefore, these 

relevant materials can be looked into by this Court while 

deciding a petition under Section 482 of Cr.P.C.  Referring to 

the said judgments, he would contend that the defence set up 

by petitioner before this Court can be considered at the stage 

of quashing of the proceedings.  He has also placed reliance 

on the following judgments: 

 1. Jawarlal Darda vs. Manohar Rao - (1998) 4 SCC 112; 

 2. Rajendra Kumar vs. Uttam - (1999) 3 SCC 134; 

 3. Aroon Purie vs. State of NCT - 2022 SCC Online SC 1491; 

 4. Manoj Kumar Tiwari vs. Manish Sisodia - 2022 SCC Online 

SC 1434; 

 5. Dr. Mukesh Indoriya vs. The State of Madhya Pradesh 

MCRC - 4349/2015 decided on 03.04.2017; 

 6. R. Rajagopal vs. State of T.N. - (1994) 6 SCC 632; 

 7. Sanjay Pinto vs. A. Kamaraj - (2012) 2 CTC 352; 

 8. A. Srinivasulu vs. State Rep. by Inspector of Police - 2023 

Live Law (SC) 485; 

 9. G.Krishne Gowda vs. State of Karnataka - 

Crl.P.No.2801/2021 dtd: 15.07.2021. 

 

 5. Referring to the principles laid down in the above 

said judgments, he would point out that the allegations in the 
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complaint squarely fall under the exception to Section 499 and 

therefore, on the strength of these exceptions, the present 

proceedings are liable to be quashed.  Placing reliance on the 

judgment rendered by the Apex Court in the case of 

R.Rajagopal vs. State of Tamil Nadu4, he would contend 

that statements made in good faith and for public good, fall 

under exception and no proceedings can be initiated for the 

offence punishable under Section 499.   

 
 6. Insofar as sanction is concerned, he has placed 

reliance on the judgment rendered by the Hon'ble Apex Court 

in the case of Srinivasalu vs. State (supra) and also 

judgment rendered in the case of G.Krishne Gowda vs. 

State of Karnataka (supra).  Referring to these two 

judgments, he would contend that the allegations averred in 

the private complaint clearly demonstrate that these 

statements are made by petitioner in her official capacity and 

therefore, in absence of sanction, the learned Magistrate erred 

                                                 
4
 (1994) 6 SCC 632  
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in entertaining the private complaint for the offence 

punishable under Section 499 of IPC.  He would also persuade 

this Court to take cognizance of the applications filed by the 

petitioner seeking summoning of documents from the Head of 

the Branch, Special Crimes-III Branch, Central Bureau of 

Investigation; enquiry report or action taken report by the 

Chief Secretary, Government of Karnataka and; preliminary 

report of the enquiry conducted by the Department of 

Personnel and Administrative Reforms (DPAR); copy of the 

letter/communication submitted by the Health Minister, State 

of Karnataka, and copy of the report submitted by Shri Harsh 

Gupta, Secretary, Food and Civil Supplies, Government of 

Karnataka and also probe report submitted by the Mysore 

Regional Commissioner.  On these set of grounds, he would 

contend that the proceedings pending in C.C.No.7870/2023 

are liable to be quashed. 

 7. Per contra, learned Senior Counsel appearing for 

the complainant while countering the claim made by the 
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learned counsel for the petitioner would contend that there is 

sufficient prima facie material to proceed against the petitioner 

and therefore, he would vehemently argue and contend that 

this is not a fit case which would warrant interference at the 

hands of this Court under Section 482 of Cr.P.C.  Referring to 

the prima facie material he would contend that the said 

content prima facie demonstrates that it is per se defamatory 

and therefore, this Court cannot hold a mini enquiry at this 

juncture to decide the petitioner's defence.  Referring to the 

prima facie material on record, he would vehemently argue 

and contend that this is not a fit case to quash the 

proceedings at this stage.  

 

 8. Placing reliance on the judgment rendered by the 

Hon'ble Apex Court in the case of Sewakram Sobani vs. 

R.K.Karanjia, Chief Editor, Weekly Blitz and Others5, he 

would contend that whether the posts and statements made 

before the print media would fall under any one of the 

                                                 
5
 (1981) 3 SCC 208 
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exceptions carved out under Section 499 is a matter to be 

decided only after a full-fledged trial and therefore, the 

petitioner is bound to face the criminal proceedings.  Learned 

Senior Counsel would contend that the prima facie material 

are to be dealt by the Court below and the stage for deciding 

as to whether the imputations made by the petitioner/accused 

fall under exceptions or whether these statements were made 

in good faith and public good are all disputed questions of 

facts and matter for Trial.  On these set of grounds, he would 

sum up his arguments and would contend that the trial must 

go on and therefore, would seriously object for quashing of the 

proceedings at this juncture.   

 

 9. Heard the learned counsel appearing for the 

petitioner/accused and learned Senior Counsel appearing for 

the respondent/complainant. I have given my anxious 

consideration to the order passed by the Court below while 

registering the crime and taking cognizance.  I have also given 

my anxious consideration to the grounds urged in the petition 
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and the judgments cited by the learned counsel for the 

petitioner and learned Senior Counsel appearing for 

respondent/complainant. 

 

 10. Before I advert to the scope of interference at the 

hands of this Court under Section 482 of Cr.P.C., I deem it fit 

to refer out some prima facie materials which are placed on 

record by the respondent/complainant.  It would be useful for 

this Court to cull out some relevant portions which read as 

under: 

Typed copy of Annexure-S  

(Relevant Portion of Exhibit - P1) 

ಇಂ�ನ ಸು�� ಎ	ಾ� ಕೆ viral ಆ��ೋದು, �ೋ�� �ಂದೂ�, �ಾರ ಮ�ೇ�, �ಾನ� ಎಂಎ ಎ ಅವರ 

ಬ$ ಸಂ%ಾನ&ೆ' �ೋ�ದ�ರು ಅಂತ. ಸಂ%ಾನ&ೆ' �ೋಗುವ*ದು ಅಂದ�ೆ ಅಥ, ಏನು? .ಾವ ಐಎಎ0 ಅ1&ಾ� 

ಕೂಡ ಎಂಎ ಎ ಅಥ3ಾ �ಾಜ5ಯ ವ�57ಗಳ eÉÆvÉ, 9ಾವ* :ವ,��ದ ಕತ,ವ� :;ತ� ಸಂ%ಾನ&ೆ' 
�ೋ�ದು� <ಾನು ಇ=ೇ >ದಲು &ೇ$ದು�, �ಾ@ಾದ�ೆ, �ೋ�� �ಂಧೂ� ಐಎಎ0 ಸಂ%ಾನ&ೆ' �ೋ�ದು� 
.ಾ&ೆ? ಆ&ೆ ಏನನುB ಮುCDಕೂಳEFವ ಪHಯತB ನೆ�=ಾ��ೆ? ತಮI ಕತ,ವ� 	ೋಪದ ಬ@ JೆKೕ, ತಮI 
ಭHMಾNOಾರ ಬ@ JೆKೕ ಏನು? 

 

11. Dr Ravishankar S FPÉAiÀÄ Pೕ	ೆ QHR;ನ� inquiry ಯR� ತಪ*S�ಾTರುವ*ದು �ಾUೕ9ಾ�=ೆ. 
Pೖಸೂ�ನ T� ಮ<ೆ - Wೆ�XೇY building ಅಂ9ಾ ಇದ�ರೂ ಅR� Xೈ Z �ಾ5ದು�, �[;ಂ\ ]  �ಾTದು� 

ಮನುಷ�_ವ  ಇ�ೋರು ರ   ಸಮಯದR�   ಜನ   �ಾಯುa7ರು3ಾಗ    �[;Iಂ\     ಪb    ಕcN�&ೊdಾ7�ೆ?  
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John was fiddling when Rome was burning CAzÀ ºÁUÉ Marie Antoinette JA§ �ಾ�, ಜನರು 
bread ಇಲ�=ೆ ಇದ��ೆ ಏನು, ಜನರು cake aನBR ಅಂದಳಂತ. ಆ �ಾ�ಯ £É£À¥ÁAiÀÄÄÛ. 
 

14. ಈ&ೆ &ೆಲವ* ಐಎಎ0 ಅ1&ಾ�ಗ$@ೆ, ಒಂದಲ�, ಎರಡಲ�, ಅ<ೇಕ�@ೆ ತನB not so decent CತHಗಳನುB 
ಕ$�ರುವ, �ಾಗೂ ಅವರನುB ಉ9 7ೇhಸುವ &ಾಯ, �ಾTರುವ ಆWಾದನ ಇ=ೆ. ಆ QiZ ನನ@ೆ �5'3ೆ. ಇದು 
private vishaya ಆಗುವ*�ಲ�. All  India service conduct rules ¥ÀæPÁgÀ »jAiÀÄ C¢üPÁjUÀ¼ÀÄ F 

jÃwAiÀÄ ¦Pïë, ಸುjಾಷkೆ �ಾಡುವ*ದು ಅಪ�ಾಧ ಈ ಆWಾದ<ೆಗಳನುB ಸ&ಾ,ರ ತ:lೆ �ಾಡುವ*=ೇ, 
<ೋqÀmೇ5=ೆ, ಏ&ೆಂದ�ೆ À̧vÁå ¸ÀvÀåvÉ �ೊರ ಬರmೇ5=ೆ. 
 

15. >ನB ಇವರ jಾವ ಮಧುಸೂಧn �ೆTo ಅವರು, lucky Ali ಎಂಬ @ಾಯಕರ pಾಗ&ೆ' 20 - 30 ಜನ 

ಕ�ೆದು&ೊಂಡು �ೋ� �ೌTಸಂ �ಾTರುವ rಷಯ �ಾಧ�ಮಗಳR� ಬಂತು. ಈ&ೆಯು ತನB ಐಎಎ0 ಪHjಾವ 

ಬಳ� ದುರುಪKೕಗ �ಾT&ೊಂಡು ಇರುವ*=ಾ� lucky Ali ಆ�ೋಪ �ಾTದರು. 3ಾ�ಜ�ದ ಜ;ೕ:@ೆ 20-

30 ಜನ ಕ�ೆದು&ೊಂಡು �ೋ� PÁನೂನು &ೈ@ೆ vÉ@ೆದು&ೊಳFಬಹುದು? ಈ �ೕaಯ ಭಂಡ %ೈಯ, ಎR�ಂದ 

ಬರುತ7=ೆ? ಐಎಎ0 ಅ1&ಾರ�ಂದ? 
 

17. ಅ<ೇಕ mಾ� ಸ&ಾ,ರ ಅ1&ಾ�ಗಳನುB transfer �ಾT=ಾಗ ಆ pಾಗದR� ಇದ�ವರು &ಾ�t/&ೋt,@ೆ 
�ೋಗುವ*ದು ಸಹಜ. <ಾನು 3 ವಷ, ದೂರದ .ಾದ��ಯR� &ೆಲಸ �ಾT( senior most sp in the state, 

2013 ರ	 �ೇ <ಾನು) mೆಂಗಳu�@ೆ ನನ@ೆ ವಗ,3ಾ=ಾಗ, ಆ pಾಗದR� ಇದ� ಅ1&ಾ�, ಪ3ಾv, ನನB ವ@ಾ,ವkೆ 
ಪHwB� &ಾ�t @ೆ �ೋದರು. ಆದ�ೆ, �ೋ�� �ಂಧೂ� @ೆ �ಾxಾ_ ಅಡ[&ೇt ಜನರ  ಅವ�ೇ ಬಂದು 3ಾದ 

�ಾTದರಲ�, Pೖಸೂರು T� ವ@ಾ,ವkೆ rಷಯದR�, ಆ �ೌಲಭ� ನನ@ೇಕ �ಗRಲ�? ನನBಂತಹ ಕನBTಗ 

ಅ1&ಾ�ಗಳE, �ೇ@ೆ ನೆ� &ೊಂಡರೂ ಸುಮIನ ಇ9ಾ,ರ ಅಂತ	ೇ? ಸ[ತಃ ಅಡ[&ೇt ಜನರ �ಾಜ�ಾ� 

3ಾದ �ಾTದು� ಈ&ೆಗಲ�=ೆ ಮ9ಾ�ವ ಅ1&ಾ�ಗೂ ಈ �ೌಲಭ� �5'ಲ�. .ಾ&ೆ ಈ ಮಲ9ಾz %ೋರkೆ? 
 

18. ಈ&ೆ {Hmೇಷನ� ಅಂತ ಇ=ಾ�ಗ, ಅR�ಯ T�, �ಾಗೂ ಅವರ ಪaB <ೆ�ೆಯ h	ೆ�ಯ T�, ಇವ�§âರ 

ಸಂ�ಾರದR� ಹು$ Uದು� ಅವರು mೇಪ,cN=ಾ��ೕಗ �ಾಗೂ ಇದು ಈ&ೆಯ =ೆ�ೆzಂದ ಎಂಬ �ಾತು ಅ<ೇಕರ 

mಾಯR� &ೇ$= �ೇ<ೆ. 
 

20. pಾಲಹ$F ಯR� ಈ&ೆಯ (ಪaಯರು ಇದ�ರೂ ಈ&ೆಯದೂ ಆಗುತ7=ೆ) =ೊಡo ಮ<ೆ ಒಂದು ಕಟುNa7ದು�, 
ಐಎಎ0 ಅ1&ಾ� ಸR�ಸmೇ&ಾದ immovable property returns ನR� ಈ ಮ<ೆಯ ಉ	 �ೇಖ ಇರ=ೆ, 
mೇ�ೆ	ಾ� ಲಂಗು 	ೊಟುN property ಬ@ Jೆ ವರ� &ೊcN=ಾ��ೆ. ಆ ಮ<ೆ@ೆ &ೋcಗಟN	ೆ ಇಟR ಫ:ೕ,ಚv, 26 

ಲ�ದ ಜಮ,n Appliances (ಅದನುB  duty  free  �ಾT&ೊಳEFವ   ಬ@ Jೆ   ಚOೆ,   ಇರುವ,  6  lakhs &ೇವಲ  
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mಾ�Rನ hinges @ೆ ಖ�, �ಾTರುವ ಬ@ Jೆ ಈ&ೆ �ಾTರುವ Oಾt ಗಳ �ಾ�a �ಾರ&ೆ' �5'=ೆ. ಇದರ 

Pೕ	ೆ ಕೂಲಂಕುಷ ತ:lೆ ಆಗುವ*=ೇ <ೋಡmೇ5=ೆ. ಇMೆN	ಾ� ಅದೂH, ಯರು ಪHa mಾ� ಈ&ೆಯನುB ತ:lೆಗೂ 

ಒಳಪTಸ=ೇ ಬOಾ� �ಾಡು9ಾ7 ಇರುವ*ದು. ಈ&ೆ ಕ;I=ಾ��ದು� ತಮI TRP @ೊಡುo �ಾಕುವ 

;ೕT.ಾಗd ೕೆ ಈ&ೆಯನುB �ೕ�ೋ �ೕ�ೋzn �ಾಡುವ ಮೂಲಕ ಈ&ೆ .ಾವ*=ೇ wxೆzಲ�=ೆ ಪHa mಾ� 

ಬOಾ� ಆ�ರುವ*=ೇ? ಅಥ3ಾ 5ಂದ� pೋ� �ಾTದ�ೕaಯR� ಸ&ಾ,ರದR� ಇರುವ ಪHjಾrಗಳE 5ಂದ� 

pೋ�ಯ Wಾಶ&ೆ' �ಲು5ದ�ೆ? 

 

Typed copy of Annexure-S 
(Relevant Portion of Exhibit - P2) 

 

1. �ೕaಯ QಕD0, normal ಅ:Bಸಬಹುದು, ಆದ�ೆ, ಒಬ� ಮ�dಾ LJಎ0 ಅ1&ಾ� ಒಂದ ಲ, ಎರಡಲ� 
ಮೂರು ಐಎಎ0 ಪ*ರುಷ ಅ1&ಾ�ಗ$@ೆ ಆ@ಾಗ ವ*ಗಳನುB �ಾಗೂ ಈ �ೕaಯ ಅ<ೇಕ QiZ ಗಳ one one 

ಕ$�ಾ7�ೆ ಅಂ=ೆH ಅದ&ೆ' ಏನಥ,? ಇದು ಆ&ೆಯ private matter ಆಗುವ*�ಲ� ಐಎಎ0 SERVICE 

CONDUCT RULES ಪH&ಾರ C¥ÀgÁzsÀ, ಈ QiZ ಗಳ dvÀ ಬ@ Jೆ .ಾವ*=ೇ ತ:lಾ ಸಂ� �ೆ ಕೂಾ 

investigate �ಾಡಬಹುದು. ಸಲೂn haircut chitra, 	ೆ�ಂಬು ಇತು7 ಮಲ� vÉUÉ�ರುವ CತH. Normal 

ಎ:Bಸಬಹುದು &ೆಲವ�@ೆ ಕ$�ರುವ ಸ:B3ೇಶ speaks otherwise. 

 

2. Get well soon ಅಂ9ಾ ನನ@ೆ �ೇ$=ಾ�ರಲ� press ನR� ಇವತು7 �ೋ�� �ಂಧೂ�, ಅವರ deleted ನಗB 
CತHಗಳ ಬ@ Jೆ �ಾ9ಾಾ7�ೆ, Number ಅವರzÉÃ ಅಲ�3ಾ, ಐಎಎ0 ಅ1&ಾ� CತH, nude, naked pics 

ಕ$ಸಬಹುದ? 

 

ಈ �ೕaಯ QiZ ಕ$�ದು� .ಾವ &ಾರಣ&ಾ'� ಸಂ%ಾನ&ೆ'? ಅವರ PೕRನ ಆ�ೋಪ prove DVgÀÄªÀ 

preliminary inquiry «µÀAiÀÄzÀ°è ªÀÄÄAzÉ ²PÉë DUÀzÀAvÉ ತೆಯಲು? .ಾವ*ದು? ಅವ�ೇ ಉತ7�ಸmೇಕು. 
 

Get well soon ಅಂ9ಾ �ೇಳEವ*ದರ ಮೂಲಕ mental illness ಅವರ ಅ�WಾHಯ JµÀÄÖ cheap ಅಂ9ಾ 
vÉÆÃj¸ÀÄvÀÛzÉ . for sure it is defamation, which will be dealt with court of law. 

 
 

Typed copy of Annexure-S 
(Relevant Portion of Exhibit - P3) 

 

Dear media, please keep the focus on corruption issue that I have 
raised against Rohini sindhuri ias. I have not prevented anyone 

from fighting against corruption, that most affects common man. At 
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the same time, also inquire into the pattern. the PATTERN where 

one IAS officer dies in Karnataka, one ips officer dies in Tamilnadu, 
one IAS husband-wife in Karnataka are already divorced. 

 
Me and my husband are still together. Please don't speculate. 

Please question the perpetrator who exhibits the pattern becoming 
obstacle to family. Else, many more families will be destroyed. I am 

a strong woman. I Will fight. I have been fighting for all women 
victims. Not all women have the same strength to fight. Please be a 

voice to such women. India is known for family values. Let's keep 
up that. Thanks 

 
Kiran Rajanahally 

 
I am totally agree with you. Media should focus on corruption: 

Indeed you are fighting for the welfare of the society, salute to you. 
 
Parimala Rodda 

 
I'm with you Roopa. Take care. 

 
Roopa Lakshmipathi Rao 

 
We are with you, and we support you Madam. We understand that 

dealing with this kind of situation can be challenging, I hope the 
mask of the people shall be revealed soon. 

 
Naveen Kumar RO 

 
You are doing great job madam... 

 

Typed copy of Annexure-S 
(Relevant Portion of Exhibit - P7(a)) 

 
(Relevant portion of Ex.P7) 

 

ಕುಟುಂಬ ಉ$�&ೊಳFಲು �ೋ�ಾಟ! 

 

ವಷ,�ಂದ �ೋ�� ನಮI ಮ<ೆಯವರ �ಂ=ೆ U�=ಾರ: ರೂWಾ ಆTKೕ ? 
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ಕನBಡಪHಭ 3ಾ9ೆ, mೆಂಗಳuರು 
 

ಅ1&ಾ� ರೂWಾ �ೌ¢Î  �ಾಗೂ LJಎ0ಅ1&ಾ� �ೋ�� �ಂಧೂ� �ನ a&ಾ'ಟ E¢Ãಗ &ೌಟುಂUಕ, 

ಷðದ ಸ[ರೂಪ ಪೆ�=ೆ. ತಮI ಪa ಐಎಎ0ಅ1&ಾ�ಯೂ ಆ�ರುವ ಮು:±ï �ೌ¢Î  �ಂ=ೆ ಎಂಟು 
ವಷ,�ಂದ �ೋ�� �ಂಧೂ� U��=ಾ��ೆ ಎಂದು �ಾತ<ಾT=ಾ��ೆನB	ಾದ ಸಂjಾಷ ಆTKೕ 
ಬ�ರಂಗ@ೊಂT=ೆ, ತಮI ಕುಟುಂಬದ ಉ$r@ೆ �ೋ�ಾಟನೆಸmೇ5=ೆ ಎಂಬಥ,ದR� ರೂWಾ ಆಡುವ 

�ಾತುಗಳE ಅವರR�3ೆ. 
 

ಆv cಐ &ಾಯ,ಕತ, ಎn.ಗಂಗ�ಾಜು ಎಂಬುವರು ಜ.30 �ಾಗೂ �ೆ.1ರಂದು ಐQಎ0 ಅ1&ಾ� ರೂWಾ 

ತ<ೊBಂ�@ೆ �ಾತ<ಾT=ಾ��ೆನB	ಾದ ಅTKೕ ಸಂjಾಷkೆಯನುB Pೖಸೂ�ನR� ಬ�ರಂಗಪT�=ಾ��ೆ. 
 

�ಾವ*, ೆ��ೕ0,ನ �ಂಧೂ Wಾ�ಟv@ೆ ಇನBಷುN ಕುಟುಂಬ ಮೃಪa ಬR.ಾಗ�ರR:  

 

ರೂWಾ 
 

<ಾನು ಪH�ಾ7Q�ದ rOಾರದ ಎಂದು ಬ@ Jೆ ಸೂಕ7 ತ:lೆ ನೆ� ಎಂದು �ೇ0ಬುi �ೕ¸ïÖನR� �ೇ$ರುವ 

T.ರೂWಾ ಅವರು, '�ಾಜ� ಸmೇ5=ೆ - ದR� ಓವ, ಐಎಎ0 ಅ1&ಾ�, ತ;ಳE<ಾTನR� ಓವ, ಐQ ಎ0 

ಅ1&ಾ� �ಾವನBQSದ�ರು. �ಾಜ�ದR� ಐಎಎ0ಅ1&ಾ� ದಂಪaಗಳE rO �ೇದನ ಪೆ�ದ�ರು. ಈ Wಾ�ಟn, 

(�ಾದ�) ಬ@ Jೆಯೂ ತ:lೆ.ಾಗmೇಕು. ಕುಟುಂಬ&ೆ' ಧ&ೆ' ತರುವ ಶ57ಗಳನುB ಪHwBಸmೇಕು. ಇದ&ೆ' ಇನೂB 
ಹಲವ* ಕುಟುಂಬಗಳE ಬR.ಾಗmೇ&ಾಗುತ7=ೆ' ಎಂದು pಾಲ9ಾಣದR� �ೇ$=ಾ��ೆ. 

 
ರೂWಾ@ೆ �ೋ�� �ಂಧೂ� 1 &ೋc �ಾನನಷN <ೋc0 

 

�ೋ�� �ಂಧೂ� ಅವರು ವ5ೕಲ 2.0. <ಾ@ೇ� ಮೂಲಕ ರೂWಾ ಅವ�@ೆ Rೕಗ  <ೋc0pಾ� 

�ಾT=ಾ��ೆ. 'ರೂWಾ ಅವರು ತಮI �ೇ$&ೆಗ$@ೆ 24 ಗಂXೆಗduೆಳ@ಾ� R�ತ ರೂಪದR� mೇಷರ_ �P 

&ೋರmೇಕು. pೊ9ೆ@ೆ �ಾ�ಾhಕ pಾಲ9ಾಣಗಳR� �ಾTರುವ �ಾನ�ಾ: &ಾ� ಆ�ೋಪಗಳನುB TRೕt
�ಾಡmೇಕು. ಇಲ��ದ��ೆ,&ೋt, ನR� 1 &ೋc ರು. �ಾನನಷN >ಕ ದ�P ಹೂಡು9 7ೇ<ೆ' ಎಂದು ಎಚD�&ೆ 
:ೕT=ಾ��ೆ. 
 
                  Exhibit - P7(a) 

          Sd/ 
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 11. If the statements posted on a private account as 

well as the statements made before the print media are 

examined, I am more than satisfied that petitioner/accused is 

bound to face a criminal trial.  The question as to whether the 

posts made on a face book account and the statements made 

before the print media fall under exceptions is a matter of 

trial.  In order to claim good faith, the accused must show that 

before making the alleged imputation, she has made enquiry 

with due care and attention.  In order to establish good faith 

and bonafides, it has to be seen that the circumstances under 

which imputations were made and published.  It is only during 

full-fledged trial, it can be ascertained as to whether 

imputations were made with any malice.  It is only in an full-

fledged trial, it can be assessed as to whether there are 

reasons to accept that petitioner had taken care and caution 

and as to whether there is preponderance of probabilities that 

petitioner acted in good faith.   
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 12. The above culled out portions which are part of a 

prima facie material which were produced by the 

respondent/complainant by recording sworn statement prima 

facie demonstrates that these imputations are obviously not 

made in discharge of her duty.  It is equally trite law that 

burden is always on the accused to show that his/her case  

comes under any of the exceptions and that he/she is not 

liable for defamation.  Therefore, having taken cognizance of 

prima facie material, this Court at this stage is not inclined to 

grant any reliefs as claimed in the captioned petition. 

My findings on Sanction:- 
 

 13. Now coming to sanction, the above culled out 

portion does not indicate that these posts and statements are 

duties relating to a public servant.  The posts and statements 

given to the print media prima facie not being part of her 

official duties, I am of the view that she is not entitled for 

protection under Section 197 of Cr.P.C.  The acts complained 
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by the respondent/complainant by filing a private complaint 

prima facie do not indicate that these allegations hinge on the 

official duties as a public servant and therefore, petitioner 

cannot claim protection under Section 197 of Cr.P.C.  These 

statements made do not fall within the domain of her assigned 

duties which a public servant is required to discharge or 

perform.  The culled out portions clearly do not demonstrate 

that the acts done by the petitioner which are indicated in the 

private complaint are obviously not done in the course of her 

service and therefore, Section 197 of Cr.P.C. does not extend 

its protective cover insofar as the above culled out portions 

are concerned.  The scope of operation of Section 197 of 

Cr.P.C. is restricted to only those acts or omissions which are 

done by a public servant in discharge of official duty.   

 
 14. The Hon'ble Apex Court upholding the precedent of 

Rajib Ranjan vs. R.Vijayakumar6 held that if a public 

servant is involved in any acts which do not fall within the 

                                                 
6
 (2015) 1 SCC 513 
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domain of duties assigned to her/him, such misdemeanor 

conducted shall not be treated as an act of his/her official 

duties and no protection under Section 197 could be attracted.  

The Doctrine of state humanity covers all the acts performed 

by a public servant in exercise of function of the Government 

and not where acts are done by the public servant for her or 

his own benefit or pleasure and may be under the power of 

authority, such acts will not fall under the immunity principles. 

  

  

 15. In the light of discussion made supra, I am of the 

view that this is not a fit case which would warrant 

interference at the hands of this Court.  If 

respondent/complainant has placed on record sufficient prima 

facie materials, petitioner is bound to face the proceedings.   

 16. In view of prima facie material culled out by this 

court at para 10, I am not inclined to entertain the 

applications filed in I.A.Nos.2 to 4 of 2023 seeking summoning 

of documents from the Head of the Branch, Special Crimes-III 
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Branch, Central Bureau of Investigation; enquiry report or 

action taken report by the Chief Secretary, Government of 

Karnataka and; preliminary report of the enquiry conducted by 

the Department of Personnel and Administrative Reforms 

(DPAR); copy of the letter/communication submitted by the 

Health Minister, State of Karnataka, and copy of the report 

submitted by Shri Harsh Gupta, Secretary, Food and Civil 

Supplies, Government of Karnataka and also probe report 

submitted by the Mysore Regional Commissioner. Since this 

court is not inclined to entertain 482 petition, these 

applications cannot be entertained at this stage. However, 

there shall be no impediment for the petitioner to place 

reliance on these documents during trial. Accordingly, 

I.A.Nos.2 to 4 of 2023 are hereby rejected.  

   

 17. For the reasons stated supra, I pass the following: 

ORDER 

 (i)  The petition is devoid of merits 

and accordingly, stands dismissed. 
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 (ii)  Since this Court has declined 

to take cognizance of additional 

documents, however, order passed by 

this Court on these applications would 

not be an impediment for the petitioner 

to place reliance on these documents 

before the Trial  Court.   

 (ii)  Pending applications, if any, 

are also dismissed.  

 

           Sd/- 
           JUDGE 

 

 
 

 
CA 




